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Madison, Wisconsin

ABOUT FORWARD COMMUNITY
INVESTMENTS
Forward Community Investments (“FCI”) is advancing a more just Wisconsin.
FCI envisions a day when Wisconsin’s communities of color can thrive and have
every opportunity to succeed. In service of this vision, FCI is an investor,
connector and advisor for organizations and initiatives that support power within
communities of color by reducing racial inequities and socioeconomic disparities
throughout Wisconsin. One project at a time, FCI works towards an equitable and
inclusive Wisconsin built on cooperative social action.
The only Wisconsin-based Community Development Financial
Institution (CDFI) that has dedicated its lending resources to serving
mission-based organizations, FCI infuses capital into economically
underserved communities and neighborhoods. Since its first loan over
25 years ago, FCI has deployed more than $80 million in loans and
$20 million in New Market Tax Credits across 39 Wisconsin counties,
supporting more than 691,000 direct beneficiaries and predominantly
benefiting community facilities, affordable housing, healthcare and
healthy food initiatives. These efforts have resulted in the creation of
thousands of jobs for area residents.

“One project
at a time, FCI
works towards
an equitable
and inclusive
Wisconsin built
on cooperative
social action.”
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ABOUT FORWARD COMMUNITY
INVESTMENTS
The New Markets Tax Credits (NMTC) program is a powerful tool
used by FCI to help fund nonprofit organizations, expand their
operations and invest in their local communities. FCI helps identify
eligible projects and costs and give merit helping secure an NMTC
allocation. They assist in structuring, underwriting NMTC investments

and sourcing and securing non-tax credit equity and debt. FCI’s
leadership in NMTC financing has resulted in high impact projects for
 
communities.






  to its
In addition to providing capital, FCI provides
technical assistance




partners and borrowers. Annually, FCI also offers right-sized grants to
smaller organizations whose focus is racial equity and social justice.
In addition, FCI has served more than 5,000 nonprofits through its
learning series programs.
FCI’s work centers around four areas:
• Community Financing: FCI provides financing to nonprofits,
cooperatives and mission-based for-profit businesses that are
reducing disparities across the state. This financing expands
affordable housing, creates equitable access to social services,
promotes economic development opportunities and offers
workforce training.







• Community Development Services: FCI’s advising and training
helps their borrowers assess their organizations’ capacity
and improve their financial sustainability, offering a variety of
workshops, webinars and other learning opportunities.






• Grantmaking: FCI’s “Forward Giving” program provides funding

for social change organizations
that are working to
reduce racial,
social and economic
Grants focus on programs that
 disparities.

address the root causes of disparity using a flexible funding
model designed to maximize fund impact and attend to the needs
of Wisconsin’s communities.



• Connecting Investors with High-Impact Organizations:
Investments made in FCI are converted to below-market interest
loans for organizations across the state. Repaid loans are
continually recycled to increase access to resources and thus help
organizations achieve their missions. The connections FCI fosters
result in returns up to 2% for investors and affordable, flexible
capital for borrowers.
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ABOUT FORWARD COMMUNITY
INVESTMENTS
FCI was founded in 1994 in the basement of a Madison church by a small group of community-minded
individuals looking for a way to pool resources and create positive change. Since then, when it comes to
reducing social, economic and racial disparities in Wisconsin, FCI has grown into a relentless investor,
connector and advisor.





Now more than ever, FCI’s work is essential. Resources are not yet equitably shared in Wisconsin. This
imbalance has led to immense disparities based on race, economic status and other social factors. FCI’s
team does not walk or run away from the challenges of equity. They don’t just lean in; they step in with

unstopping power. FCI is community loan
fund that gets things done.


Looking ahead, FCI maintain a key role in transforming opportunity and access across Wisconsin in years
 
to come. As a connector and supporter of the people, organizations and initiatives
working to reduce these

disparities, FCI will continue to put its capital and resources to work for racial justice.
  
For more information on FCI, please visit their website.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
As FCI enters this next chapter, the Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) will provide
leadership and direction to fulfill FCI’s mission. Inspired by a genuine passion for
empowering and transforming Wisconsin’s communities, the CEO will advance FCI’s
vision and sustainability.
This is an exceptional opportunity for a visionary leader to accelerate
FCI’s impact, partnerships and portfolio growth. In partnership with a
dedicated, talented staff and building on FCI’s strong foundation and
track record, the CEO will provide strategic leadership and oversight
of the organization’s operations, culture, values, talent and financial
performance.
Reporting to and partnering with the Board of Directors, the CEO will
drive positive outcomes as FCI continues to evolve. The CEO will work
proactively with the Board to fundraise and lead the organization into
its next chapter as it continues to enable even greater impact.
The CEO will be a highly visible member of the community,
representing FCI across Wisconsin. This leader will design and
execute strategy with an eye towards strengthening FCI as a leader
in Wisconsin and the field. A successful CEO will bring a collaborative
and relational approach to the role, with the character and confidence
to engage a broad range of constituents in FCI’s mission.
Moreover, the CEO will join a pioneering organization and lead a
group of passionate and talented staff in promoting a justice-focused
vision in Wisconsin’s communities of color.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
Keys for success include:
• Embodying an emotionally-intelligent, shared leadership orientation with expertise in organizational
structure and culture change;
• Serving as a thought leader and model for racial justice both internally and externally, with a
willingness to actively listen and learn from other racial and social justice leaders;
• Providing representation within FCI’s leadership of communities marginalized by the financial system,
with a focus on communities of color;
• Adapting and moving with a changing political, financial and social environment;
• Growing FCI’s resources to advance the organization’s mission by leading stakeholder engagement
and fundraising for lending capital, grant funds, research, and advocacy;
• Ensuring that all lending programs are executed with financial performance in mind and are aligned to
FCI’s mission, vision and community priorities;
• Advising the Board on achievement of strategic objectives, significant trends in the CDFI industry and
funding, and important developments in the communities FCI serves;
• Utilizing data, metrics and evidence collected across channels, encouraging and coaching colleagues
to leverage them to inform decision making; and
• Motivating and leading an engaged, high-performance team; attracting, recruiting and retaining
members of the staff and Board.
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CANDIDATE PROFILE
The most competitive candidates for the position will have the following personal and professional
qualities, skills and characteristics:
Passion for the Mission
The CEO will be deeply motivated by a personal conviction and intrinsic desire to advance FCI’s core
mission: supporting initiatives aimed at reducing social, racial, and economic disparities. Fully embracing
the mission, the CEO will be a bold thinker with a laser focus and unwavering commitment to driving equity
for communities of color throughout Wisconsin. The CEO’s eye will consistently focus on the future and
how to best adapt FCI in a changing political and mission-driven landscape. An empathic and charismatic
leader, the CEO will consistently treat others with respect. This leader will bring a sense of humor and
the desire to work with passionate, motivated, and engaged colleagues to create social change. The ideal
candidate will be an individual of unquestioned integrity, ethics and values; someone who can be trusted
without reservation.
An Advocate for Racial Justice
The CEO will uphold, embrace and advance racial justice and equity as an organizational operating
principal. This leader will embed this commitment in all aspects of the organization, including funder and
community engagement, governance, external communications and internal leadership. The CEO will
actively focus on strengthening partnerships with the intent of building equity into the structures, systems
and processes that guide FCI’s communities. This leader will have a history of working collaboratively with
communities of color, with the intent to support and uplift the voices of those most marginalized in their
pursuit of justice. The CEO will foster a culture that allows everyone to bring their authentic self to the
work of FCI by valuing different backgrounds and life experiences. This leader will bring deep knowledge
and understanding of community-led movement-building, power building strategies, and organizing work.
Moreover, the ideal candidate will be passionate about social justice and building power in communities of
color. They will have a bold vision of what is possible and will be able to articulate that vision to a range of
internal and external stakeholders. FCI seeks a colleague eager to learn, grow, and be part of an enterprise
larger than themselves.
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CANDIDATE PROFILE
A Fundraiser and Ambassador for FCI
The CEO will work tirelessly as a fundraiser and ambassador for FCI
and communities of color. The CEO will have a genuine presence and
the ability to convey FCI’s mission to a diverse range of constituents generating greater support and inspiring action. Dynamic, energetic,
and creative, the successful candidate will inspire confidence in
donors, partners, and other constituents, and will be able to establish
strong working relationships that further FCI’s mission. Experienced
in building and sustaining relationships with diverse stakeholders
in the racial justice eco-system, including but not limited to directly
impacted communities, institutional donors, movement leaders,
organizers and policy advocates, the CEO will bring deep fundraising
experience to the role. The successful candidate will possess deep
comfort and demonstrated success with a range of funders and
investors, from institutions to individual donors, foundations, and
corporations. An eloquent, informed and passionate public speaker,
CEO will represent FCI as a leader among racial justice organizations
and the areas of community and economic development. This
leader will approach internal and external work with deep cultural
competence and a social justice lens.
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CANDIDATE PROFILE
A Visionary Leader with Business Acumen

A Relationship Builder and Collaborator

An effective “big picture” strategist and leader, the
CEO will take a consultative approach to evolve
the vision of the organization for the future while
celebrating the history of its positive impact. The
CEO will be a systems thinker with the ability
synthesize complex information succinctly and
concisely, with the skill to focus on the strategic
levers to drive FCI in creating change. The CEO
will work intersectionally, particularly with regard
to race, class, gender, sexual orientation, gender
identity, and other aspects of diversity. A creative
visionary, the CEO will bring a track record of
developing new ideas, seizing opportunities,
and building far-reaching support for ambitious
goals., the CEO will understand the importance of
effective operational and financial administration.
This leader will instinctively ‘get ahead of the
curve’ by anticipating emerging opportunities and
challenges - and will craft a strategy to address
those while achieving FCI’s mission. A tactical
leader, the successful candidate will have a strong
business orientation, with an ability to use metrics,
analysis and problem-solving to drive key decisions
and achieve strategic objectives.

An exceptional relationship builder, the CEO will
represent FCI externally with a diverse set of
stakeholders and partners. The CEO will bring
an authentic, highly consultative approach to
leadership, a genuine understanding of the
communities and individuals FCI serves, as well
as a desire to continually learn and listen. A
collaborator and team player, the CEO will be open,
adaptable and lead with humility. The CEO will
possess the ability to authentically show up as a
partner in those communities and implement best
practice partnerships in ways that are contextually
appropriate as well as effective. The CEO will bring
an extremely high level of emotional intelligence
and flexible, intuitive relationship management
skills. This leader will be comfortable navigating
and operating in a range of settings and contexts,
from government to nonprofit to business and
community organizations. Charismatic, credible
and respected, the CEO will bring an inspirational
and entrepreneurial approach to growth and
impact, including a demonstrated ability to
forge dynamic partnerships and coalitions and
drive measurable impact. Most importantly, the
successful candidate will bring self-awareness, with
the ability to build support for a common vision
across diverse stakeholders both internally and
externally.
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CONTACT
Koya Leadership Partners, the executive search firm that specializes
in mission-driven search, has been exclusively retained for this
engagement. Chartise Clark and Marissa Delgado are leading this
search. To make recommendations or to express your interest in this
role please visit this link here or email:
fci@koyapartners.com
All nominations, inquiries, and discussions will be considered strictly
confidential.

FCI is an equal opportunity employer and strongly encourages applications
from people of color, persons with disabilities, women, and LGBTQ+, and
other underrepresented applicants.

About Koya Leadership Partners
Koya Leadership Partners, a member of the Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search
and strategic advising firm dedicated to connecting exceptionally talented people with mission-driven
clients. Our founding philosophy—The Right Person in the Right Place Can Change the World—
guides our work as we partner with nonprofits & NGOs, institutions of higher education, responsible
businesses, and social enterprises in local communities and around the world.
Koya is an equal opportunity employer fully committed to creating an environment and team that
represents a variety of backgrounds, perspectives, styles, and experiences. We encourage all to apply
because we believe a diversity of voices leads to better discussions, decisions, and outcomes for
everyone.
For more information about Koya Leadership Partners, visit www.koyapartners.com.
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